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0. Introduction 
A graph or map is cyc l ica l ly  k -connected  if it possesses no set of 
fewer than k edges whose deletion leaves two disjoint subgraphs each 
containing a circuit. The highest cyclic connectivity that a finite cubic 
planar map having at least five faces can have is five. Let C k be the set 
of cyclically k-connected cubic planar maps. 
It is easy to construct a cubic planar map that has no Hamiltonian 
circuit, a circuit passing through every vertex, if no restriction is made 
on the connectivity of that map. Non-Hamiltonian cubic planar maps 
of cyclic connectivities 3, 4 and 5 are harder to find, but are known. 
Examples of the smallest known maps, having 21, 23 and 24 faces, res- 
pectively, are given by Griinbaum [4]. The 24-face C 5 map, shown in 
Fig. 1, and the 23-face C 4 map, derived from it by suppressing edge e, 
were first discovered by Grinberg [3]. The 21-face C 3 map bears no 
obvious relation to the other two; Butler [ 1 ] has recently proved that 
this map is a smallest non-Hamiltonian map in C 3 - C 4. 
In this paper we report on evidence that Grinberg's 24-face map is 
indeed a smallest non-Hamiltonian map in C 5. Also presented is a new 
23-face non-Hamiltonian C 4 map and a proof of its non-Hamiltonian 
character. Whether or not this is a smallest such map has not been esta- 
blished. Finally, we construct a family of C 4 maps {M k : k a positive 
integer} with the property that at least k disjoint circuits are required 
to span the vertex set of M k . 
* The reseaxch for this paper was supported by NRC Grants A8485 and A5618. 
** Original version received 7 September 1972. 
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Fig 1 A smallest non-Hamlltoman C5 map 
1. Non-Hamiltonian maps in the catalogue 
The assertion that all maps in C 5 having 23 or fewer faces are Ha- 
miltonian is based upon examination of a catalogue of C 4 maps gene- 
rated on the IBM 360/75 computer at the University of Waterloo. The 
theory for the construction of this catalogue, given in [2], establishes 
that all maps in C 4 having r + 1 faces can be obtained from those having 
r faces by "face-diagonalization" for r >_ 6. This part of the theory is 
also given by Kotzig [6]. Let S C 4 denote the subset of  C 4 that con- 
tains all maps having at most two four-sided faces, such that the two 
four-sided faces, if present, are adjacent. The theory in [2] also shows 
that every map in SC4 having r + 1 faces can be obtained from some 
map in SC4 having r faces by "face-diagonalization" for r >__ 14. 
The catalogue contains C 4 maps having up to 24 faces. Up to 21 
faces, the complete SC4 set is generated; at 22 and 23 faces the set ge- 
nerated is restricted to those having at most one quadrilateral, and at 24 
faces, no quadrilateral. The theory guarantees that every C 5 map up 
through 23 faces Is in the catalogue; it falls short of making this gua- 
rantee at 24 faces since the 23-face set from which the latter is derived 
is a bit smaller than sufficient for completeness. Of course, any asser- 
tion of completeness is based on the correctness of the computer imple- 
mentation, and this should not be taken for granted until it is verified 
independently. 
Each map in this catalogue has been tested for a Hamiltonian circuit 
and exactly four non-Hamiltonian maps have been found, two having 
23 faces and two having 24 faces. One of the 23-face maps is Grinberg's 
map; the other, apparently new, is the map M* shown in Fig. 2. Since 
2. The non-Hamiltoman character of  map M* 
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Fig. 2. Non-Hamtltoman maps M*, without edge e, and .4,/**, with edge e. 
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neither of these maps is cyclically 5-connected, Grinberg's 24-face map 
is a smallest non-Hamiltonian C 5 map. The only non-Hamiltonian map 
in the catalogue having 24 faces, other than Grinberg's, is the map M** 
of Fig. 2. Since M** is not cyclically 5-connected, if the catalogue is 
complete at 24 faces, Grinberg's 24-face map is the unique smallest 
non-Hamiltonian C 5 map. 
2. The non-Hamiltonian character of map M* 
The non-Hamiltonian character of each of the four maps found in 
the catalogue can be shown by application of the Grinberg criterion 
[3, 4].  However, we gxve here a combinatorial argument hat the map 
M* of Fig. 2 does not contain a Hamiltonian circuit. This argument 
forms the basis for the constructions given in the next section. 
Suppose that M is a cubic planar map that includes a submap of the 
form B 1 , as shown in Fig. 3, and let X be the intersection o fB  1 with a 
Hamiltonian circuit of  M. Then X is a set of  pairwise disjoint arcs that 
collectively span the vertex set of B 1 . Note that B: has both left-right 
and top-bottom symmetry. Let the vertices by which B: is attached to 
the rest of M be labelled u: ,  u 2, u 1 and v 2, as in Fig. 3. Using this ter- 
minology we present he following lemmas. The proofs of the first two 
are straightforward, more or less enumerative in character, and are 
omitted. 
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Fig. 3. Submap B 1" 
I_emma 2.1. The intersection X does not  consist o f  exactly two arcs, 
one loining u 1 to o I and the second joining u 2 to 0 2 
Lemma 2.2. The intersection X does not consist o f  exactly one arc 
joining u 1 to 01 or, by symmetry ,  u2 to 0 2. 
The referee observes that Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent to the 
following pair of statements about the graph of the regular dodecahe- 
dron: that graph can not be spanned by two disjoint circuits, and it has 
no circuit passing through precisely 19 of its 20 vertices. 
Now suppose that M is a cubic planar map that contains asubmap of 
the form B2, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that B 2 contains two submaps of 
the form B1, shown in Fig. 3. Let Y be the intersection ofB 2 with a 
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Fig. 4. Submap B 2. 
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Lemma 2.3. The intersection o f  a Hamiltontan circuit o f  a map M with 
submap B 2 consists o f  a single arc joining u 1 to 0' 2, or an arc joining u 2 
to o]. 
Proof.  Suppose that this intersection Y consists of  two disjoint arcs. 
I t 
These arcs join LI 1 to V] and tl 2 to v 2, o ru  I to u 2 and v~ to v 2. I f  the 
former, then the intersection of  Y with B 1 is a pair of  arcs joining u 1 
to v 1 and u 2 to v2, a contradict ion o f  Lemma 2.1. In the latter case, a 
similar contradict ion of  Lemma 2. l is implied once again, either in B 1 
or in B' 1 . 
So we conclude that the intersection Y consists of  a single arc. Taking 
account of  the symmetry  o fB  2 , there are three possibilities: 
(i) Y jo insu  1 to u2, 
t 
(ii) Y jo insu  1 too  2 , 
(iii) Y joins ul to v' 1 . 
If (i), then the intersect ion of  Y with B 1 consists o f  two disjoint arcs, 
one joining u 1 to o 1 and the other  joining u 2 to 02, in contradict ion to 
Lemma 2.1. I f  (iii), then the intersection of  Y with each o fB  1 and B] 
is a single arc spanning that submap. Either the arc in B 1 joins u 1 to o I 
or the arc in B] joins u' 1 to 0' 1 , a contradict ion o f  Lemma 2.2. Only (ii) 
! 
remains as a possibility. An arc f rom u 1 to 02 is i l lustrated by the added 
lines in Fig. 4. 
Theorem 2.4. The map M*, shown in Fig. 2, is non-Hamiltonian. 
Proof.  Note that M* contains a submap of  the form B 2 . If M* has a 
Hamiltonian circuit, then by Lemma 2.3, the intersection o f  a Hamil- 
tonian circuit o f  M* with B 2 is an arc joining u 1 to 0'2, or, symmetrical-  
t ly, an arc joining u 2 to u 1 . However,  neither o f  these arcs can be ex- 
tended to a circuit that contains all four of  the vertices external  to B 2. 
Hence M* has no Hamil tonian circuit. 
Hunter  [5] also constructed a non-Hamil tonian C4  map from sub- 
maps of  the form B1, but  since he used three copies o fB  1 , his map is 
somewhat larger than M*. 
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3. Families of  non-Hamiltonian C 4 maps 
Consider the problem of  finding a C4 map M k for which a minimum 
disjoint collection of circuits that spans M~ has cardinality k, where k 
is a positive integer. This generalizes the problem of finding a non-Ha- 
miltonian C 4 map. 
Lemma 3.1. For any C4 map M that includes a submap B 2, let C be a 
disjoint collection of  circuits that spans M. The intersection of  C with 
B 2 either completely includes a circuit of  C or else consists o f  a single 
t arc between diagonally opposite vertices of  attachment, say u 1 and 0 2 . 
Proof. The intersection of a Hamiltonian circuit of  a map and a submap 
B 2 is described by Lemma 2.3. This description applies also to the in- 
tersection o fB  2 with a disjoint set of circuits that spans the map, pro- 
vided that no circuit of  the set is completely included in B 2 . Hence the 
assertion is a consequent of Lemma 2.3. 
Let B 3 be a submap composed of two copies o fB  2 joined as shown 
in Fig. 5. 
Lemma 3.2. For any C4 map M that includes a submap B3, let C be a 
disloint collection of  circuits that spans M A t least one ctrcult of  C is 
completely included in B 3 . 
Proof. If each copy o fB  a that comprises B 3 includes a circuit of  C, the 
assertion is immediate; if not, then the intersection of the circuit of  C 
with each copy of B 2 is an arc between diagonally opposite vertices of 
attachment of B 2 in map M. In order for the single vertices in the up- 
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Fig. 6. Ctrcular array M 5. 
per right and lower left corners o fB  3 to be included, the intersection of 
C with B 3 must be a circuit. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that any map which includes k copies of  
B 3 , each connected to the rest of  the map only by the four specified 
vertices of attachment, can only be spanned by a disjoint collection of 
circuits consisting of at least k circuits. A specific example of a C4 map 
that includes k copies o fB  3 is illustrated, for k equal to 5, in Fig. 6. For 
k >_ 2, let M k be the map composed of k copies o fB  3 arranged in a cir- 
cular array. From Lemma 3.2 and the remark made in the proof  of 
Lemma 2.3 that a submap B 2 can be spanned by a single arc between 
diagonally opposite vertices of attachment, we reach the following con- 
clusion. 
Theorem 3.3. For k >__ 2, a min imum disjoint collection o f  circuits that 
spans M k has cardinality k. 
If we consider the similar question of constructing a family {N k } of  
C4 maps for which a minimum disjoint collection of arcs that spans 
N k has cardinality k, we observe that N k = M2k, for each k >_ 1, pro- 
vides such a family. 
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